Solid expertise, uncompromising reliability and competitive pricing
has enabled Teichmann Agric to partner with leaders in agriculture
while earning a reputation for having a strong work ethic and the
ability to get the job done on time and within budget.

All-round agricultural service provider
The company was officially formed in 2009, having ventured into
Zambia a few years earlier to tackle an agricultural expansion project
for one of Zambia’s leading sugar producers.
During the two year project Teichmann Agric successfully bush
cleared and prepared 3 200 hectares of land for planting, including
GPS levelling, ridging and gravelling of centre pivot wheel tracks and
the construction of five storage dams.
The civils aspect of the project entailed bulk earthworks and the
construction of 35 kilometres of concrete irrigation canals, culverts,
bridges, inlet and outlet structures and two large pump stations,
which were completed in 20 months under acceleration.
Due to the success of the expansion project, Teichmann Agric has
been able to realise opportunities in cane haulage. In addition to the
sugar industry, Teichmann Agric has a growing presence in the maize
and soya industry where the company's expertise and capacity is used
for bush clearing and land prep.

Today Teichmann Agric's capabilities include:
-

Bush clearing
Land preparation
Mechanical covering
Land levelling
GPS laser levelling and surveying
Road construction and maintenance

-

Drainage
Cane loading and haulage
Agricultural infrastructure
Dam construction
Minor concrete structures
Plant hire

www.teichmanngrp.com

OUR TEAM IS OUR STRENGTH
Teichmann Agric is managed by a dedicated team with a wealth of experience across a wide variety of
crops and farming regions as well as experience in plant hire, construction and agricultural contracting.
Our people, who are trained and highly skilled in their respective areas, are sourced from the countries
and areas in which the company operates.

Equipment built to deliver and last
Complementing our depth of expertise is an extensive fleet of purpose-built, modern agricultural plant
and equipment. Supplied and supported by world leading original equipment manufacturers, Teichmann
Agric has carefully selected this fleet for its ability to deliver maximum uptime and productivity.

Our fleet comprises:
-

Haulage tractors
Cane trailers
Cane loaders
Excavators (20t)
Heavy duty dozers
Articulated Dump Trucks (20t)
Trucks

- Scrapers
- Heavy disc harrow 36"
- Heavy duty 7-tine ripper
- Cane ridgers
- Cane covering machines
- Agricultural tractors
(120hp, 170hp, 350hp and 480hp)

Understanding the challenges and harsh African conditions, Teichmann Agric has embraced technology
using it to our, and ultimately our customer's, advantage. The whole fleet is fitted with Geotab's live
vehicle tracking system, with operator identification, to facilitate effective management of the operation.

OUR VISION
Teichmann Agric sees huge potential and a desperate need to develop sustainable agriculture in Africa to
meet the continent's growing food requirements and is committed to developing the agricultural services
business in Africa by expanding into other countries where we will look to establish our contracting
operation as well as develop farming.
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